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 C VID-19  PREPARING OUR CITIES FOR GLOBAL RISKS

INTRODUCTION

T his text results from the scripts, testimonies and debates of the eight sessions of the 2020 
Urban Planning Meeting held between July 6 and November 9 at the Lisbon Urban Infor-
mation Centre (CIUL) on the initiative of the Lisbon City Council. Under the theme “COVID 

19 – Preparing Cities for Global Risks”, the Meeting brought together experts and citizens to re-
flect on the meaning of Covid-19 from a city’s point of view. The goal was to exchange different 
perspectives and experiences on this pandemic, giving voice to those who study the city and to 
those who live in it daily, not only to better understand the current situation in the light of the 
lessons  from the past, but also to think the coming future in a more strategic way, based on what 
we have learned from the present. Although focusing on the Covid-19 pandemic, the Meeting 
had a broader ambition: to raise awareness towards the urgency of preparing cities for global 
risks, which, due to their severity, can turn into existential risks, that is, which put at stake the 
human and non-human existence as we know it today. 

The text that follows does not correspond to a summary – which would be impossible to 
prepare due to so many rich contributions –, nor is it a synthesis – impossible to make given 
the diversity of points of view present throughout the various sessions. However, the text seeks 
to integrate the essential ideas expressed and debated within the scope of the Meeting. The 
final narrative is the responsibility of the coordinator and co-coordinators. This narrative has a 
consistent guiding thread based on an evaluative perspective, that is, guided by a key idea – the 
city as a common good –, a supreme value – biological, individual and collective life –, and an 
ultimate purpose: the city of ´good-living` (buen vivir). This is a narrative that seeks to align the 
debate on the future of Lisbon with broader ongoing debates on desirable and possible futures 
for the country, for Europe, and for the Planet. 
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1  
In his book Age of Extremes: The Short 
Twentieth Century, 1914-1991, Eric 

Hobsbawm has shown that the period be-
tween the beginning of the First World 
War and the fall of the Soviet Union was 
marked by intense political and econom-
ic events, which had global repercussions. 
Three decades after the time frame consid-
ered by Hobsbawm, the age of extremes 
has not only remained, but has actually 
increased in many domains: from geopo-
litical conflicts to social inequalities, from 
environmental depletion to predatory glo-
balization, from xenophobic nationalisms 
to antagonisms based on religion and eth-
nicity, from the undeniable advances of 
top-level technology to the unequal capac-
ity or possibility of accessing it.

2  
The world is now more interactive 
and integrated, thanks to digital 

technologies, global knowledge, and trans-
national production, distribution and con-
sumption chains. Paradoxically, it is also 
more unequal and fragmented, given the 
different ways in which countries, regions 
and groups control and benefit from such 
trends. The world is therefore more com-
plex and unpredictable. In this context, 
global risks have increased exponentially, 
and have become one of the most visible 
expressions of the “Age of Extremes.”

3  
Every year, the World Economic Fo-
rum has argued these risks are per-

ceived and evaluated by a wide range of 
companies, universities, governments, in-
ternational institutions, and NGOs, organ-
izing such risks into five main categories: 
economic (9 risks), environmental (5), ge-
opolitical (6), societal (6), and technolog-
ical (4). Although they are given different 
degrees of likelihood and impact, they all 
have a systemic nature in space (they af-
fect areas of the globe far from the site 
of their initial occurrence), lasting effects 
over time, and a significant interconnec-
tion, which amplifies their consequences.

4  
The development of anticipatory ad-
aptation strategies thus becomes 

fundamental from a triple point of view: 
immediate (readiness for response and 
action), short-medium term (prevention), 
and medium-long term (acting on the caus-
es of risks through transformational change 
agendas).

5  
The multidimensional time scale of 
strategies aiming at dealing with 

global risks implies the ability to differ-
entiate and articulate different forms of 
governance: emergency governance (the 
reaction and immediate response compo-
nent), resilience governance (the harden-
ing of preventive measures component), 

and transition governance (the structural 
change component based on transforma-
tive agendas). 

6  
Cities cannot ignore risks, because 
of their global exposure, but also be-

cause they contribute disproportionately to 
many of them. However, urban authorities 
do not have many of the competencies re-
quired to intervene, and often do not have 
a comprehensive strategic vision to deal 
with such risks, which has led to the pre-
dominance of reactive actions, developed 
immediately after critical events. In other 
words, it has led to the prevalence of ur-
gent responses to emergency situations de-
veloped in a more or less haphazard way. 
On the other hand, global risks take on 
new, and therefore unknown aspects, and 
require coordinated responses from differ-
ent institutions, what makes it difficult to 
efficiently implement even the most basic 
component of governance – emergency 
governance.

7  
It is quite significant that the World 
Economic Forum has considered fail-

ures in city planning and of urban infra-
structure as one of the current global risks 
– in this case, an internal one, not due to 
an external threat – given the resulting so-
cial, environmental and health problems.

8  
Pandemics and cities have a long-
shared history. The Great Plague of 

London (1665/6) is one of the best known 
and most significant examples: it is estimat-
ed that it caused the death of about 20% of 
the city’s population in less than two years. 
But the London case is far from being the 
only one. The incidence of various pan-
demics in Europe’s main cities over time is 
nowadays relatively well known in terms of 
their causes and their immediate impacts; 
but also in terms of the effects on the way 
cities started to be thought, planned and 
managed in the post-crisis periods. Given 
the seriousness of their impacts, pandem-
ics have often promoted change.

9  
The improvement of urban health con-
ditions, both in houses and in public 

spaces, and a greater closeness to nature 
have been seen as the two most visible effects 
of the occurrence of pandemics in European 
cities. Hygienist revolutions developed over 
the 19th and 20th Centuries have changed 
the concepts of ‘good city’ and of ‘good ur-
banism’, making the interventions in large 
agglomerations award greater relevance to 
aspects such as environmental quality, pub-
lic health or the relationship of urban spaces 
with the surrounding rural areas.
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10  
The Covid-19 pandemic brought 
these issues back to the centre of 

the debate about how cities have been de-
veloping in recent decades, and about the 
future of cities as a way of organizing so-
cieties and economies, of urban planning 
as theory and praxis, and of urban govern-
ance as a democratic, participatory, fair and 
transparent urban management process.

11  The main aim of the theme of the 
2020 Urbanism Meeting – COVID  19 

– Preparing Cities for Global Risks –, was to 
spark a debate about how, learning from the 
past, we are able to identify the relationships 
that Lisbon must built between a present that 
we live intensely, associated with a health, 
economic, social, and cultural crisis with high 
emotional and financial costs, and a future, 
seen by many as either too distant or a mere 
return to the recent past, inevitably marked 
by an exacerbation in the occurrence and im-
pact of upcoming global risks.

12  
Studies on many different aspects of 
Covid-19 have shown that the pan-

demic has triggered four major types of ef-
fects. First, it gave more visibility to structural 
weaknesses like the vulnerability of the weak-
er, most exposed socio-professional groups 
and age groups, the limited human and fi-
nancial resources of public services and so-
cial organizations, or the financial fragility of 

many companies – the revealing effect. Sec-
ondly, it accelerated trends that had not yet 
reached a very relevant expression, such as 
teleworking or home delivery – the accelerat-
ing effect. Thirdly, it deconfigured part of our 
matrix for understanding and interpreting re-
ality, and the consequent questioning of pre-
vailing options and solutions – the cluttering 
effect. Finally, it stimulated the development 
of positive actions by citizens, the state, and 
companies that may become the embryo of 
positive structural changes in the production, 
distribution, and consumption models, and in 
lifestyles, including in human-planet relations 
– the potentially disruptive effect.

13  
Studies on the impact of  Covid-19 
on cities have highlighted these 

four main types of effects: the unequal vul-
nerability in terms of age, socio-profession-
al and housing groups (the elderly; unqual-
ified, precarious workers; poor, derelict 
neighbourhoods) – the revealing effect; 
the strengthening of micro-logistics and 
short distribution circuits (direct sales from 
producers to consumers; telesales) – the 
accelerating effect; the harmful effects of 
excessive specialization in activities based 
on external demands we cannot fully con-
trol (tourism, for example) – the cluttering 
effect; and the spontaneous emergence of 
new forms of social solidarity by civil so-
ciety (making community masks for free 
distribution to neighbours; care provision 

services to the elderly and other vulnerable 
groups) – the potentially disruptive effect.

14  
From an urban planning point of 
view, the public response of mu-

nicipalities has focused on the second 
type of effects (the accelerating effect): 
consolidating emerging trends, but still 
insufficiently expressive. In fact, in most 
European cities there was a significant ac-
celeration of tactical urban planning inter-
ventions (reversible, occasional, and mostly 
temporary solutions in public space: multi-
plication of terraces, enlargement of pedes-
trian areas, etc.), of nature-based solutions 
(public spaces of conciliation between the 
city and natural ecosystems), actions aimed 
at boosting a low or zero-carbon (soft mo-
bility, energy efficiency), and measures to 
enhance proximity. None of these trends 
is new and, although recent, they embody 
principles already enshrined in the speech-
es of international institutions and many 
governments.

15  
The fact that urban responses 
were initially focused on this type 

of effect is not surprising. Structural vul-
nerabilities – now made more visible (the 
revealing effect) – will have to be tackled 
through equally structural measures. And 
the cluttering and disruptive effects – con-
sidering their very nature – take time to be 

overcome, in the first case, or to gain scale, 
influence and an effective transformative 
power, in the second.

16  
It is also not surprising, for the same 
reasons, that most of the interven-

tions developed during this period are based 
on an urban project approach, and not on a 
strategic city planning perspective.

17  
During the lockdown, city life was 
apparently suspended. We saw 

the reshaping of all types of borders: us 
and the others; near and far; home and 
exterior; private places and public spaces; 
residential neighbourhoods and business 
districts; local trade and large shopping 
centres; built space and nature. The home 
gained a new centrality, becoming a multi-
functional space in which all uses are rein-
forced, having become the home, the kin-
dergarten, classroom, office, gym, cinema, 
warehouse of products that may go out of 
stock. On the contrary, the city’s work and 
circulation spaces became empty, silent. 
At the same time, nature, through insects, 
birds and other animals, with sounds and 
aromas that have now become percepti-
ble, invaded the cities, which had devel-
oped cleaner air and less dirty sidewalks. 
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18  
Rather than the suspension of the 
city, it is the suspension of the 

modern city, built on the basis of conceal-
ment (water lines) or domestication (de-
signed gardens) of nature; on the intensity 
and diversity of interpersonal interactions; 
on the social and functional segmentation 
of the urban space; on suburban expan-
sion; on mobility based on individual pri-
vate transports and mass public transports.

19  
The suspension of physical flows 
of people and, to a large extent, 

of goods, corresponded to the explosion of 
immaterial flows based on information and 
communication technologies, increasing the 
dematerialization of cities: remote work, dis-
tance learning, online sales, use of takeaway 
services. Lockdowns and social distancing 
suspended not only the essential features of 
the modern concept of city, but also the very 
essence of conventional cities: the city of 
places, of urban morphologies, of neighbour-
hood life, of cafes and other physical places 
of social interaction and citizen participation.

20  
The post-lockdown period – with 
the reopening of shops, and the 

return to school and to work – was con-
fronted, shortly afterwards, with a higher 
number of infected people, as well as se-
riously ill citizens and a higher number of 
and deaths: the post-lockdown city is not 

yet the post-pandemic city. Therefore, the 
rules of social distancing are being main-
tained – a concept that is structurally con-
tradictory with the concept of city. And 
while many of the pre-Covid-19 behaviours 
are being resumed, the uses of time and 
space, as well as the different ways of ur-
ban appropriation that emerged or expand-
ed during the lockdown period, still remain.

21  
What lessons have we learned 
during the periods of lockdown, 

easing of lockdown and gradual return to 
collective life and circulation in public or 
private spaces, in order to better prepare 
cities for future pandemics and, more gen-
erally, to adapt in advance to the impacts 
of global risks such as extreme weather 
phenomena, food crises, natural disasters, 
attacks on critical infrastructure, water 
scarcity, cyber-attacks, etc.? Do we now 
take the structural weaknesses revealed or 
enhanced by the Covid-19 pandemic more 
seriously? Will the trends accelerated by 
this pandemic – some positive, some harm-
less, but others undoubtedly negative – be 
ephemeral or long-lasting? Being ephem-
eral but desirable, how can they be en-
hanced? Does the partial deconfiguring of 
our capacity to understand the city and the 
prevailing social and economic order con-
tain any transformative potential? Do dis-
ruptive practices, based on new models of 
production, distribution and consumption 

guided by values of sustainability, thrift and 
justice, pre-announce a new economy and 
a new society, new lifestyles, and new rela-
tionships between generations? 

22  
After this pandemic, everything 
will remain essentially the same. 

After this pandemic, nothing will be as it 
was before. Let us move away from both 
statements and ask the questions that re-
ally matter: Considering what we have 
learned from this pandemic, what city do 
we actually want? And how to achieve it: 
by improving and deepening the current 
city, or by reinventing it, as has happened 
several times throughout human history? 

23  
It will certainly be excessive to 
think that the direct impacts of 

Covid-19 from a health, social, economic, 
cultural and geopolitical point of view will 
alter the deep structures of today’s socie-
ties and economies. It will certainly be short 
to see in the changes that occurred during 
this period, just mere epiphenomena that 
will fade away completely and quickly after 
the most direct effects of the pandemic are 
over. But it would be particularly deplora-
ble if we learned nothing from a situation 
that has affected – and will keep affecting 
– our individual and collective lives.

24  
What post-pandemic city do we 
want? History shows us how the 

fight against unhealthiness in cities has al-
ways been present in new conceptions of 
urban planning and of city: let us think of 
Ebenezer Howard’s garden city; the urban 
interventions of George-Eugène Hauss-
mann in Paris and of Ildefonso Cerdá in 
Barcelona; or Le Corbusier’s concept of 
modern city. And the present shows us that 
some countries see the current pandemic 
as a reason strong enough to justify a new 
concept of city.

25  
In Japan, the ´Supercity` Initia-
tive was recently approved (May 

2020), which corresponds to a deepening of 
the concept of smart city, in its most tech-
nological version. Using innovative technol-
ogies, artificial intelligence solutions, and 
intensive, shared use of big data  obtained 
from public services and companies through 
interconnected platforms, these cities – 
based on public-private partnerships – focus 
in new patterns of urban mobility (autono-
mous vehicles), education (distance learn-
ing), and health (telemedicine).

26  
A decade earlier, still far from 
the onset of Covid-19, China 

had launched the “Safe Cities” initiative, 
with the aim of ensuring public security 
understood in a broad sense: as political, 
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economic and social security. This com-
prehensive, integrated concept of secu-
rity therefore included aspects as diverse 
as crime control, access to housing, traffic 
management, combating pollution, or in-
creased energy efficiency. The smart city 
concept was put into practice through a 
strong investment in sophisticated video 
surveillance and electronic security infra-
structures and equipment. With the Cov-
id-19 crisis, this investment propelled the 
development of a series of “anti-epidemic 
solutions” based on a perspective of pre-
ventive risk management through increas-
ingly tight, intrusive surveillance and con-
trol of individual behaviours.

27 Although they are quite differ-
ent, the Supercity (Japan) and 

Safe Cities (China) initiatives have in com-
mon the more technological version of the 
smart city concept  – advanced technolo-
gies, artificial intelligence solutions, and 
integrated management of big data from 
different sources –, plus the fact that they 
are the result of programs centrally de-
signed by government entities. 

28 In the cases of Japan and China, 
technologies are – for reasons 

of effectiveness and / or control – at the 
centre of either reactive or preventive risk 
management. Is this the way forward to 

make our cities less vulnerable to various 
global risks? The presentations made by 
the invited speakers to the eight sessions 
of the 2020 Urbanism Meeting organized 
by the Lisbon City Council, as well as the 
opinions of the experts consulted, and the 
suggestions of citizens collected  on the 
street or in focus groups, point towards a 
broader perspective.

2020  URBAN PLANNING MEETING
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1  
The past does not repeat itself. But 
we always learn from it, because 

many aspects are recurrent even though 
they undergo metamorphoses over time, 
depending on the contexts of each peri-
od. Likewise, the future is not just a mere 
projection of the present. On the contrary, 
it is now that we will have to prepare the 
future that we want, while, at the same 
time, trying to avoid the future that we 
do not want or, at least, to minimize the 
negative impacts that we will be predicted 
to suffer in the near future. These state-
ments are of particular relevance in crisis 
and disaster situations.

2  
It is absolutely critical to draw les-
sons from past pandemics, but also 

from other types of extreme, uncontrolled 
events, if we actually want to better pre-
pare cities for the effects of global risks. In 
fact, knowing the immediate effects of past 
crises or disasters, as well as the post-event 
recovery measures, allows us to better as-
sess the present and to think more strate-
gically about the future.

3  
From a city’s point of view, previous 
pandemics and the way we reacted 

to them reveal some recurring aspects. On 
the one hand, the priority given to immedi-
ately respond to situations of public health 
emergency, postponing to a later moment 

the fight against the causes of the disease. 
On the other, the socially unequal incidence 
of the impacts of pandemics, given that 
they disproportionately affect groups and 
communities marked by poverty as well as 
poor hygiene and health conditions in hous-
ing, place of residence, and mobility. Third-
ly, the importance of both assistance and 
philanthropic responses (from the Church, 
wealthier families, large business owners), 
centred mainly on the perspective of indi-
vidual support or to people under their di-
rect dependence (employees, for example), 
as well as those from the State, developed 
within a broader perspective of the city.

4  
Urban responses to major pandem-
ics have taken on different modal-

ities, but they are generally based on the 
same type of elements (public sanitation 
infrastructures, health care facilities, food 
supply systems, urban solutions including 
healthier ventilation paths and processes, 
green spaces, and a closer relationship be-
tween the city and nature), and aim at the 
same purpose: to guarantee higher basic 
levels of hygiene, health and well-being, 
and quality of life.

5  
Depending on the severity of the 
pandemics, the importance of the 

cities affected, and the prevailing political 
and economic conditions, urban responses 

oscillate between measures to mitigate  
the most negative impacts and changes in 
the city and the urban planning paradigm.

6  
How to act in such serious pandemic 
situations? Improve and deepen ex-

isting urban models in terms of buildings 
and housing conditions, of open spaces and 
green areas, of urban corridors and mobility, 
or adopt a new concept of city, a new urban 
planning paradigm altogether? This is the 
question that arises in critical and post-dis-
aster situations. As for the responses, they 
have varied according to the mood of the 
time, and the particular circumstances of 
each occurrence.

7  
What we presently consider as basic 
conditions of quality of life in cities in 

the most developed countries has little to 
do with the hygiene and healthiness prob-
lems historically faced during pandemics in 
Europe, with the exception of urban and 
suburban enclaves with persistent structural 
poverty. Drawing lessons from the past and 
mobilizing  our capacity to learn from the 
present is necessary to prepare the future.

8  
Different aspects such as new informa-
tion and communication technologies, 

artificial intelligence solutions, the require-
ments for citizen participation or new forms 

of urban governance place nowadays the 
pandemic-city relationship at very different 
qualitative levels. The existence of scientific 
knowledge, efficient institutions, adequate 
resources, pedagogical communication and 
health literacy is crucial as in all previous sit-
uations of pandemic and disasters. But con-
cepts such as hygiene (private and public) 
and health (physical, mental, public) have 
evolved quite significantly in recent decades. 
The question is how to boost a new culture of 
the city; a new ethics of care; a new vision of 
the various life systems that make up a city, 
guided by a new purpose: the construction of 
a city that wishes to be sustainable, inclusive, 
and innovative, but more than that, a city 
that is truly regenerating .
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1  
Global risks are translated into crises, 
disasters, unexpected events marked by 

the violence with which they occur and the 
severity of the impacts produced. Such events 
give rise to situations of uncertainty and fear, 
create anxiety, suffering or even depression, 
in those most affected, but also feelings of 
gratitude and privilege among those most 
supported, less harmed or not affected.

2  
Global risks are therefore associated 
with a multiplicity of emotions, which 

will continue all the more in time, the more 
painful and profound they are. We know that 
it is so through the history of major political, 
economic, and health crises. And we have 
experienced this recently with two consec-
utive crises – the financial crisis that started 
in 2007/8, and the current pandemic crisis – 
that quickly scalled-up negative consequenc-
es in different areas: unemployment, poverty, 
social exclusion, etc.

3  
Emotions condition the way we feel, 
behave and relate to each other. By 

jeopardizing our security, happiness and 
well-being, crises and disasters give rise to 
particularly intense emotions. These emo-
tions have a wide spectrum, which can be 
both negative and positive; they manifest un-
evenly in the various social and age groups, 
and also persist in time in differentiated ways. 

4  
Cities, due to their dimension, di-
versity and complexity, are true lab-

oratories for observing the relationships 
that can be generated between global 
risks, emotions, and the transformation of 
the daily lives of individuals, families and 
communities, but also of companies and 
other types of organizations. Therefore, 
thinking the city implies capturing and un-
derstanding those emotions. And thinking 
the adaptation of cities to the impacts 
of global risks means preparing them to 
manage those emotions in all three per-
spectives: contingency (today), prevention 
(tomorrow), and resilience (the day after 
tomorrow).

5  
What have we learned from the 
current pandemic about crises and 

emotions in the city, both during the lock-
down and during the following periods of 
uncertainty and insecurity? We now know 
more clearly that isolation and sadness, 
loneliness and helplessness, forced coex-
istence and violence, coexist with move-
ments of mutual help and solidarity, of 
care for the other, but also with individual 
self-care behaviours, through a greater ap-
preciation for physical exercise, closeness 
with nature, enjoyment of public spaces, 
and socializing with pets. 

6  
Emotional adaptation supposes, 
therefore, the ability to build new 

routines, new balances, new ways of liv-
ing. It is from this point of view that cities  
are relevant – as spaces where people live. 
Their role is to prepare themselves for un-
certainty, while, at the same time, creating 
conditions for people and organizations to 
acquire the appropriate skills and abilities 
at individual and collective level.

7  
A more resilient city stimulates the 
resilience of the most exposed and 

vulnerable groups, activities and territories 
to the impacts of global risks. The Covid-19 
pandemic kills by itself, but above all due 
to the negative individual situations of 
comorbidity with which it is associated. 
Cities create opportunities for themselves, 
but their distinctive feature is the ability to 
generate positive collective situations of 
co-vitality. 

8  
Dealing with the impacts of global 
risks – both from the perspective of 

responding to emergency situations, and 
from the perspective of prevention and resil-
ience in the medium term – means dealing 
with emotions associated with extreme, 
exceptional contexts. That is why, in these 
contexts, technological and standardized 
security solutions – however decisive they 
may be – can never be the main centre of 

initiatives to be undertaken in cities by ur-
ban authorities. This is also the reason that 
leads one to state that hygienist solutions, 
however necessary, sophisticated, and com-
prehensive they may be, are not enough.

9  
Cities as spaces of hopelessness, 
which must be overcome, and of 

hope, which must be built, deal with deep 
emotions, which condition attitudes, be-
haviours and practices. In other words, 
which influence the way cities – in their 
complexity – are perceived, understood, 
used and appropriated by citizens with 
different motivations and unequal needs. 
Cities do not exist without emotions. Be-
cause there is no urban life that can dis-
pense with emotions, nor urban interven-
tions below or beyond emotions. 
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1  
The lockdown phase suspended 
the functioning of cities in such 

a way that it caused a marked im-
provement in air quality, with less CO2 
emissions and lower pollution levels; a 
marked decrease in noise levels, given 
the almost total suppression of road, 
rail and air traffic; and even a signifi-
cant and surprising sensory and physi-
cal presence of nature, through sounds, 
aromas and animals that we usually 
associate with non-urban areas. The 
pandemic has also highlighted the im-
portance of public spaces for every-
one’s health and well-being. And it also 
showed how cities are so unequal, by 
enhancing the contrast between areas 
that are forgotten from the urban plan-
ning point of view – both central and 
peripheral – and preserved, renovated, 
requalified or recently produced areas. 

2  
In a pandemic context, health and 
physical and emotional well-being  

become a priority among all of citizens’ con-
cerns. They understand better, not based on 
a theoretical, abstract vision of what a ́ good 
city` is, but based on their daily experiences, 
which the pandemic forces them to rethink 
urban spaces based on new values, new in-
teractions, and new priorities. And they un-
derstand that such transformations require 
new notions of life  (human and non-hu-
man), of living , and of co-living. 

3  
The notions of living in the city 
and living the city with greater 

health and well-being presupposes re-
defining the city-nature relationship, 
improving the use of different urban 
spaces, and democratizing the access 
and appropriation of public spaces by 
citizens. But it also presupposes, above 
all, an integrated redefinition of these 
three aspects.

4  
Cities consist of built, circulation, 
and unbuilt spaces. Spaces free 

from buildings, whether or not corre-
sponding to green spaces, are those 
that best ensure a positive articulation 
between the various types of spaces in 
the city and the four essential elements 
for any type of life:  water, soil, air and 
food. The quality of buildings (energy 
efficiency, thermal comfort, appropri-
ate ventilation, etc.) and of urban mo-
bility  (electric mobility, soft modes of 
transport) is fundamental for individ-
ual health and well-being, and for ur-
ban environmental quality. But, from 
an environmental and territorial jus-
tice point of view, spaces that are free 
from buildings, through their features 
and their conditions of use and appro-
priation by citizens, are those that can 
transform the city into a source of 
health and well-being for all.

5  
The positive aspects felt during 
the lockdown period did not re-

sult from the proactive management of 
these spaces. They were a consequence 
of the temporary suspension of activ-
ities that most contribute to the deg-
radation of environmental quality, to 
harming health and well-being. The re-
sumption of those activities, therefore, 
implied going back to levels of pollution 
and noise similar to those observed in 
the pre-pandemic period.

6  
Public authorities, and above 
all municipalities, are responsi-

ble for ensuring the preservation and 
expansion of urban green areas, the 
mobilization of the remaining unbuilt 
spaces in order to ensure the quality of 
the basic elements of city life – water, 
soil, air, and the food system (produc-
tion, distribution, consumption and re-
covery of waste) – and better use, or 
new uses, of these spaces by citizens.

7  
The pandemic has highlighted 
the importance of ongoing dy-

namics, such as nature-based solutions 
in built (bioclimatic comfort measures) 
and unbuilt spaces (urban green infra-
structure), or the expansion of urban 
green gardens, as a way of coping with 
the health and food crises. But by forc-

ing us to rethink our conceptions of 
(co)living and (co)inhabiting, the pan-
demic took us further: it has led us to 
the idea of cities as sources of  biolog-
ical, individual, and collective life and, 
thus, of health and well-being, linking 
objectives as diverse as environmental 
justice, food security, sustainability, so-
cial inclusion, and socio-spatial equity.

8  
Modern cities, due to the produc-
tion, distribution, consumption 

and physical expansion models on which 
their growth has been based, have be-
come the main planetary sites for the 
use of finite resources, the emission of 
greenhouse gases, and the production 
of polluting residues. In other words, cit-
ies have become places of destruction, 
degradation, and waste. And have there-
fore become – alongside the many op-
portunities they offer for those who can 
benefit from them – a source of erosion 
of their residents’ quality of life, health 
and well-being, but also that of those 
who move to work, access to specialized 
services, leisure or tourism.
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1  
The pandemic fostered relationships 
based on geographical proximity for 

two main reasons. On the one hand – and 
especially during the lockdown phase – the 
suspension of many activities (work, edu-
cation, etc.), and the constraints imposed 
on the mobility of citizens, refocussed the 
day-to-day lives of people and families in 
their homes and in the closer essential 
goods and service shops that remained 
open, such as grocery stores, cafes, phar-
macies, or newspaper and tobacco kiosks. 
On the other hand, different forms of mu-
tual assistance and support for the elderly, 
unemployed, homeless and other people 
in vulnerable situations developed, based 
on initiatives by individuals, by civil soci-
ety associations or by borough councils. 
In this context, personal connections with 
employees of the closest shops or mem-
bers of local entities were reinforced, now 
transformed into sites or mediators for the 
reduced possible sociability; and relation-
ships were established between former 
non-cooperating neighbours and organiza-
tions, whom until then did not know each 
other, or simply did not cooperate with 
each other. 

2  
This effect of geographical proxim-
ity during the lockdown phase was, 

however, very unequal, having increased 
the differences between both middle class 
and working class neighbourhoods, well 

endowed with trade and services, and with 
public spaces where one could do physical 
exercise, take a walk or a run, and those in 
which the deficit of these two components 
hindered the articulation between the 
home and the surrounding urban space. 
The uneven incidence of the geographic 
proximity effect also revealed that in this 
restrictive context, planned neighbour-
hoods generally offered a better response 
to their residents. The positive effect of 
geographical proximity is thus strongly as-
sociated with the existence and quality of 
local trade and public spaces, but also with 
urban planning interventions. 

3  
The more intense neighbourhood 
life became especially clear from the 

stage of ease of lockdown, all the more so 
since remoteworking situations – even if in-
terspersed with face-to-face work through-
out the week – remained relevant in cities 
with a heavy weight of public and private 
service activities, such as Lisbon. The Cov-
id-19 pandemic has thus re-launched the 
debate on the role of neighbourhoods in 
city life. But it is not a question of going 
back to the past. Present neighbourhoods, 
and, for the most part, those of the future, 
combine timeless features with new ones.

4  
What has actually changed, or was accel-
erated, during the pandemic context in 

this field? Perhaps the most important was 
the discovery that cities can function in a 
different way, whenever aspects such as the 
following are taken into serious considera-
tionvalued:

i) A vision of public spaces as struc-
turing elements of urban life, that 
is, not only as scattered spaces for 
beauty, leisure and consumption pur-
poses, but also as spaces that are, at 
the same time, integrating (at city and 
neighbourhood level), multifunction-
al, porous (strong articulation with 
local trade, for instance), flexible (ca-
pacity to quickly adjust to new uses), 
comfortable, safe, subject to a more 
participatory management by citi-
zens, and involving different public 
and private actors;

ii) The awareness that public space in 
consolidated cities is finite, which 
implies a double commitment to and 
investment on the requalification of 
existing public spaces, and the pro-
duction of new public spaces;

iii) An open vision of local trade, that is, 
a locally rooted businesses that is not 
limited to serving the dwellers of the 
area where they live, combining the 
demand of consumers who travel to 
shops on foot with online sales and 
home delivery, combining a logic of 

morphologically well-defined and sta-
ble spatial contiguity with a network 
organization without precise, strict 
delimitations;

iv) The awareness that, in many situa-
tions, occupation of the ground floor 
of buildings by trade and service ac-
tivities is essential for maintaining 
neighbourhood life, which sheds light 
on the need for specializated goods 
and services to be available, instead 
of limiting them to those of a more 
basic nature, and their financial viabil-
ity through the scale effect achieved 
by adding the online sales and the 
takeaway components; 

v) An open vision of neighbourhoods, 
that is, that considers the ‘neighbour-
hood’ reality, not as a self-centred 
urban enclave, with an exclusionary 
identity “against others”, but rather as 
a space articulated with other neigh-
bourhoods and with the mobility axes 
of a metropolitan scope, recognizing 
that intermunicipal commuting is not 
only related to the movements gener-
ated from home (home-work, home-
study place, and home-consumption 
and leisure places), but also with in-
creasingly polycentric family and res-
idential models (children’s alternate 
residence schemes, the role of grand-
parents regarding children, etc.);
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vi) The awareness that, in the future, the 
concept of neighbourhood will have to 
consider that, on the one hand, people 
spend (most likely) more time at home 
and value walking more, and, on the 
other, the growing trend of demateri-
alisation of several dimensions of daily 
individual and collective life;

vii) Public actions will have to combine 
quick, flexible responses (urban de-
sign, tactical urban planning), urban 
and metropolitan planning (formal ur-
ban planning), and long-term strategic 
vision (10-year strategies).

5 Some authors propose concepts such 
as hyperlocal experience to account for 

this reinvigoration of interpersonal relations 
of proximity (windows, balconies, buildings, 
streets, squares, block, neighbourhood). The 
pedestrian scale gains an increasing centrali-
ty: the concept of the ‘the quarter-hour city,’ 
in which all citizens can access essential fa-
cilities and services or green spaces by walk-
ing 15 minutes at the most, was adopted in 
Paris, and has meanwhile been replicated in 
other cities. And before the pandemic, some 
major brands in the field of food products, 
clothing and furniture had already started 
opening ‘neighbourhood stores’, in contrast 
to the previous model of being located in 
large commercial areas. But this does not 
mean that neighbourhoods are back in the 

city. Cities themselves are building a re-
newed concept of neighbourhood. 

6 It is this new concept of neighbour-
hood  that we need to understand in 

greater depth. Which are, for instance, the 
structuring elements of these neighbour-
hoods; the facilities that will contribute to 
weaving a relational life of proximity, as 
markets, schools, churches and… police sta-
tions have previously done? And to what 
extent should the definition of these struc-
turing elements be integrated into a broader 
vision of anticipatory adaptation to the im-
pacts of global risks? 
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1  
“The only certainty is uncertainty.” 
When we are living in a period of turbu-

lence, this is a statement that seems to make 
sense, especially when talking about the fu-
ture. However, an attentive observation of 
the impacts of the pandemic upon economic 
activities, and upon the ways in which work 
is organized in cities, allows us, not to fore-
see the future, but to draw some conclusions 
and make some suggestions regarding urban 
interventions that favour the development of 
a more sustainable and inclusive urban eco-
nomic foundation.

2  
The impacts of Covid-19 on cities’ eco-
nomic activities have been multiple. 

We could not expect otherwise, given the 
variety of sectors and companies in urban 
areas. For example, companies that develop 
mobile applications or that use digital work 
and consumer systems found a new market 
opportunity during the lockdown period, 
or at least managed to adjust more quickly 
through agile adaptation strategies. On the 
contrary, activities highly dependent on ex-
ternal demand, such as tourism, or financially 
very fragile companies, such as much of the 
small retail trade, had very sharp drops.

3  
However, from the city point of view, 
the question is not about analysing the 

behaviour of the various types of business ac-
tivities, but rather the way in which the city 

is affected by the crisis, how it can positively 
promote its economic recovery, and, above 
all, what lessons can be learned in order to 
better prepare the ability to develop urban 
responses against the impact of global risks 
in the future.

4  
The effects of the pandemic have re-
minded us of the risks associated with 

situations of excessive specialization and / 
or geographical concentration, particular-
ly when it comes to activities that promote 
a localized network of interdependencies. 
Tourism and office areas are the clearest 
examples of such situations. The suspen-
sion of the former – due to the absence of 
tourists –, and the emptying of the latter 
– as a consequence of the widespread use 
of smart work –, triggered a negative dom-
ino impact on multiple complementary or 
support activities, with emphasis on res-
taurants and trade. 

5  
In the history of urban planning, sin-
gle-specialization of certain areas of 

the city or strict functional zoning by types 
of uses (residential, industrial, office spaces, 
etc.) have been considered – according to the 
prevailing views in each era – as an advantage 
or as a risk. The truth is that the multiplying 
effect that certain activities trigger in peri-
ods of growth, by taking advantage of such 
functional specialization and geographical 

proximity, can quickly become an effect of 
uncontrolled and territorially concentrat-
ed implosion, in which it is not possible to 
contain unwanted side effects. The impacts 
of such uncontrolled implosion tend to be 
much greater, the less articulated the col-
lapsing ´economic building` is with pre-ex-
isting activities and populations, as is the 
case in heavily gentrified areas.

  6  
At the same time, the lockdown and 
the health regulations have heavily 

affected fragile businesses financially, more 
so on traditional neighbourhood trade and 
restaurants, as well as cultural activities. Also, 
in this case, processes of uncontrolled urban 
implosion have occurred. But, unlike the situ-
ations mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
it is a diffuse implosion, which cuts citizens’ 
direct ties with the life of the city, especial-
ly since in both cases the home, directly 
or through consumption provided by digi-
tal means and home delivery, replaced the 
shops, the restaurants, the cinemas, or the 
performing arts venues. In this case, the res-
idential areas and consolidated urban spaces 
have been the most affected.

7  
Especially in a capital city, which con-
centrates a large number of public en-

tities (ministries, directorates-general, insti-
tutes, city council, municipal agencies, etc.), 
central and local administration deserves a 

special mention for the impact it has on the 
city, given the number of people it mobilizes 
(both employees and users); the demand for 
public transport it generates; and the different 
types of trade and services, both for individu-
als and for companies, that it promotes. In this 
case, the impact of the lockdown period and 
the spread of smart work was translated into 
a distributed  and multi-centred implosion, 
following the geographic distribution of public 
agencies across the city, which includes areas 
of greater concentration,  but also a significant 
dispersion over the urban space.

8  
Finally, and unlike previous cases, lo-
calized innovation ecosystems based 

on spin-offs, start-ups, and other small dig-
ital-based and advanced technology com-
panies did not have to introduce significant 
adjustment measures in their work organiza-
tion, and even benefited from the lockdown 
period by being able to respond to new in-
teraction needs between people, compa-
nies and public administration that have 
emerged in this context.

9  
Four main conclusions can be drawn 
from the different cases presented: 

i) First of all, the extreme prudence re-
quired to deal with, both activities 
that are very exposed to external de-
mand that are out of control (tourism, 
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for instance), and with large architec-
tural projects of office buildings.

ii) Secondly, the urgent need for devel-
oping a new refunctionalisation strat-
egy, no longer based on the transfor-
mation of deactivated and abandoned 
manufacturing facilities or large ware-
houses, but on the systematic renova-
tion of the ground floors of selected 
sections of urban axes (main roads 
in the city, central streets in the var-
ious neighbourhoods, etc.), where 
the number of bankruptcies or the 
lack of financial capacity for mod-
ernization and specialization on the 
part of owners call into question the 
role of ground floors as regenerat-
ing anchors of urban life in conjunc-
tion with the use of public spaces. 

iii) Thirdly, the direct contribution that 
public administration authorities can 
make to the city, through interventions 
as diverse as the intensive use of artifi-
cial intelligence solutions in their rela-
tionship with citizens and the city; the 
management of lagged work schedules 
to avoid excessive spikes in the demand 
for public transport and the use of indi-
vidual transport, or the strengthening of 
cooperation with companies, universi-
ties, and NGOs in the search for smart-
er, more inclusive and more sustainable 
urban solutions. 

iv) Fourthly, the growing importance of 
qualifying the city as a unique set of 
environmental and cultural infrastruc-
tures and amenities, favourable to the 
creation of life conditions that respond 
to the preferences of innovative entre-
preneurs working in cutting-edge tech-
nological and cultural domains.

10  Competitiveness, globalization, en 
trepreneurship and innovation have 

dominated the discourse on the economy and, 
by analogy, on the city since the late 1980s. 
About a century earlier, the organicist vision 
compared the city to a living organism. Over 
the last decades, a corporate vision of the 
city has prevailed, which led to defining its 
objectives and the management of its territo-
ry as if it were a large-size company. The im-
pacts of the Covid-19 pandemic confirm the 
limitations and distortions of both analogies. 

11  
There is no city without appropriate 
living conditions. Nor is there a city 

without business activity. But the economic 
sustainability of the city has to be accompa-
nied by its ecological and social sustainability. 
The lockdown period has highlighted aspects 
such as the importance of city-nature contact 
or the risk of marginalization of the most de-
prived groups and those who have low digital 
skills. The fight against environmental deg-
radation and social exclusion, in conjunction 

with the guarantee of well-being opportu-
nities for the population as a whole, should 
guide the city-economy relationship. 

12  
For this new city-economy relation-
ship, institutional innovation and 

citizens trust  in institutions are absolute-
ly critical. The context of the pandemic has 
highlighted the feelings of opposition be-
tween those who count and those who do 
not; those who decide and those who have 
to obey rules; those who gain from the situ-
ation or can get away from it, and those who 
are prisoners or victims of it. Trust, and above 
all shared trust, allows us to better deal with 
situations of instability and risk. And the pos-
sibility of taking part in decision making in-
creases trust. The city cannot be understood 
and managed either as a living organism or as 
a company. It must be thought, first of all, as 
a context of opportunities for all.
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1  
Intra-urban and especially intra-met-
ropolitan inequalities are, in general, 

higher than those found in medium-sized 
cities, in rural areas or even between these 
two types of territories. The multidimen-
sional nature of inequalities  between indi-
viduals, groups and areas – namely in terms 
of income and wealth – gains greater vis-
ibility and becomes even more evident in 
times of crisis.

2  
The elderly, the most unprotected in 
employment (precarious and infor-

mal jobs, such as odd jobs, cleaning, etc.), 
the least qualified and the youngsters, and 
therefore the residential areas where their 
presence is greater, were the most affected 
by the pandemic. By worsening the most 
vulnerable situations, the crisis has contrib-
uted to bringing them out from a certain 
invisibility in the public space. However, by 
creating new forms of exclusion associated, 
for example, to digital poverty or health illit-
eracy, the pandemic has, at the same time, 
contributed towards creating new invisibili-
ties whenever the most affected groups are 
unable to make themselves heard.

3  
These situations have drawn several 
immediate responses, some insti-

tutional, by the municipality and borough 
councils, others spontaneously, by groups 
of citizens or associations and other NGOs. 

Several of these initiatives have led to the 
consolidation of neighbourhood networks, 
some already existing, others new, others 
still resulting from the joint work of agen-
cies that until then had only occasionally 
cooperated in specific circumstances.

4  
This trend proves that, unlike what is 
usually said, there is a tendency for 

participation. However, it is true that crit-
ical situations tend to mobilize this poten-
tial more intensely. It is therefore impor-
tant to understand the extent to which the 
preparation to antecipate global crises can 
contribute to maintaining and deepening 
dynamics of citizen participation, making 
them more independent from circumstan-
tial contexts and, perhaps, taking advan-
tage of their articulation with urban social 
movements structured around the rights to 
housing, mobility, to enjoying green spaces 
or others.

5  
The previously mentioned aspects 
highlight the importance of the local 

dimension – that is, of geographical prox-
imity, of interpersonal relationships, and of 
relationships between organizations that 
follow from the former – as a factor both 
of swiftness in signalling situations of vul-
nerability and risk, and of agility and ad-
equacy in immediate emergency respons-
es. An effective reinforcement of the local 

dimension in the responses to global risks 
supposes, however, several changes.

6  
First, all interventions by local au-
thorities and social and solidarity 

economy bodies must act on two fronts: 
renewing reactive solutions of a charitable 
nature, centred on urgent responses to the 
most serious symptoms (isolation, hunger, 
unemployment, etc.), and innovating in 
proactive, long-term solutions, based on 
participatory and transformative processes 
aimed at fighting the structural causes of 
problems (poverty, for example).

7  
Secondly, one has to rethink the role 
of local authorities in the field of so-

cial policies, which in Portugal are devel-
oped in a centralized manner, and there-
fore with standard solutions for the whole 
country; as well as the institutional, legal 
and labour framework of informal caregiv-
ers and social and solidarity-based econo-
my bodies within the scope of integrated 
local strategies for urban development and 
requalification.

8  
Thirdly, local strategies presuppose 
the existence of a flexible integrated 

governance over time, set up to material-
ize local development projects, and not to 
respond, in an uncoordinated, haphazard 

manner, to the requirements of applica-
tions for different community and national 
programs that consider partnerships as one 
of the eligibility criteria. 

9  
Compassion and altruism, which un-
derlie the initiatives of the social and 

solidarity-based economy bodies, have to 
be articulated with a social rights and du-
ties approach. City, citizen and citizenship 
derive etymologically from the same Latin 
word: civitas. Its dissociation represents an 
impoverishment of the meaning of the city, 
of the sense of urban life, and of the pur-
poses of urban responses.

10  
There is no city with a future 
without young people. However, 

young people currently face tremendous 
obstacles regarding access to decent hous-
ing, to non-precarious and qualified jobs, to 
student residences for all, and so on. This 
situation contradicts the right to the city; 
it excludes from urban life those who, due 
to their capabilities and skills, constitute 
an essential element of the regenerative 
city; and it calls into question the social and 
even economic sustainability of cities.

11  
Cities must be a permanent source 
of rejuvenation of citizenship. In 

this sense, the central element of the city 
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of the future is closer to the concept of a 
Greco-Roman Mediterranean city, than to 
the concept of the living organism-city of 
the late 19th Century, of the enterprise-city 
of the late 20th Century, or of a hyper-tech-
nological city of the beginning of the 21st 
Century. Cities, including from the point of 
view of the individual and collective capaci-
ty to adapt to the impacts of global system-
ic crises, depend to a great extent, on the 
establishment of fruitful relationships be-
tween social innovation, inclusion, public 
participation, sound institutions, trust, and 
quality democracy. In short, a city of citi-
zenship And a city of citizens. A city that is 
not seen as the source of all evils caused by 
the political, financial and intellectual elites 
over the forgotten, the abandoned, and the 
resentful – and that, because of that, is 
loved and not hated.

12 From an urban point of view, this 
seems close to the centrality att rib-

uted to the Agora in ancient Greek citi es. But 
present-day citi es, due to their size, com-
plexity and internal diversity, require several 
Agora. Thus, we rediscover the concept of a 
City of Proximity – of geographical and rela-
ti onal proximity; the city of short trips and 
dense urban life; a polycentric city, with sev-
eral centraliti es of a multi functi onal nature 
with suffi  cient strength to work as anchors 
of community development.
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1  
Urban intervention approaches through-
out history tend to vary between those 

that look mainly inwardly (internal organiza-
tion, functioning, urban life), and those that 
look outwardly (strategic location, compet-
itiveness, integration in global networks). 
The Covid-19 pandemic valued the first ap-
proach, by suspending international flows of 
people, goods and services, and by focusing 
our attention on the functioning of the city, 
since it was at this level that the changes in 
the daily lives of people and organizations 
were most intensely felt.

2  
Many of the emerging urban solu-
tions point in this direction: short dis-

tribution circuits, ´going back to the neigh-
bourhood` movements by certain brands, 
tactical urbanism interventions (widening 
of sidewalks, shading, terraces, etc.), inte-
gration of school or cultural facilities in local 
communities, etc. The ‘inwards’  approach, 
and the city of places have therefore pre-
vailed over the ‘outwards’  approach, and 
that of the cosmopolitan, deterritorialized 
city, typical of periods of economic growth 
and openness to the outside, characterized 
by the expansion of hotel and store chains, 
by architectural solutions and lifestyles that 
can be found in any major city on the planet. 

3  
This situation may lead one to think 
that, with the aim of strengthening 

the capacity of cities to adapt to global 
risks, small-scale urban interventions, of 
urban acupuncture, should prevail, as op-
posed to major urban projects for modern-
izing the city. This is a false opposition.

4  
Any city adapting to global risks 
needs interventions of a micro and 

proximity nature, more adjusted to local 
needs, agile and flexible, but also of large 
projects directly associated with combat-
ing and minimizing structural problems: 
poverty, access to housing, public transport 
network, air quality, heat waves, food plan-
ning and agro-food parks, security of criti-
cal infrastructure, etc.

5  
All major projects  have a metropol-
itan scope. This fact just reinforces 

the indispensable nature of planning in-
struments, institutions, sources of financ-
ing, and forms of metropolitan governance 
capable of providing an adequate response 
to this scale.

6  
The opposition is not, therefore, be-
tween micro interventions and large 

urban projects; between the city of neigh-
bourhoods and the cosmopolitan city; be-
tween the city looking inwards and looking 
outwards. Urban areas need all of these 
components. The real opposition is between  

anthropocentric conceptions of the city – 
which selfishly and irresponsibly place the 
interests of human beings at the centre of all 
decisions – and a post-anthropocentric con-
ception, based on the concept of the city as 
a complex and interactive set of diverse sys-
tems of life.

7  
It is in this sense that the concept of 
´good-living` (buen vivir) that has been 

put forward by several authors becomes par-
ticularly relevant. The 20th Century was the 
period par excellence for the construction 
of a society, of an economy, and of cities of 
well-being, based on the very significant im-
provement of the material living conditions, 
on the enormous advances of scientific and 
technological knowledge, on the profound 
change in consumption standards, in redis-
tribution and social policies. In short, in what 
has been conventionally designated by hu-
man progress. But we all know that this cy-
cle of progress, which has led to indisputable 
positive results, has also triggered structural-
ly negative environmental and social impacts.

8  
The city of good-living focuses on 
concepts of special relevance in con-

texts such as the current one: biological, 
individual and collective  life, and, conse-
quently, sustainable conditions for it to ex-
ist. Life considered as not exclusively based 
on the interests of human beings, but on 

the various life systems of the planet, in 
interaction with each other, and in the in-
terdependencies that are established with 
each other. 

9  
As paradoxical as it may seem, a 
post-anthropocentric view of the 

city cannot fail to award a fundamental 
importance to people. Cities are a human 
product, perhaps even one of the most 
fascinating results of humans’ activity and 
knowledge over time. A post-anthropocen-
tric view of the city that acknowledges the 
general improvement of human condition 
as the main priority, presupposes an ethics 
and a permanent  practice of reconciling 
the various life systems.

10  
The adaptation of cities to the im-
pacts of global risks, such as the cur-

rent pandemic, will always include strategies 
with different timeframes, from the imme-
diate to the long term. Furthermore, urban 
interventions developed under these various 
strategies necessarily involve different scales 
and different combinations between these 
scales. Visions of the city, urban models, ur-
banistic solutions, and forms of urban and 
metropolitan governance should be consid-
ered taking into account, in a combined way, 
these two conditions – multitemporality and 
multiscalarity – in a territory marked by the 
growing artificiality of administrative borders. 
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Also, in this case, the post-anthropocentric 
view of the city seems parti cularly promis-
ing as it values the various systems of human 
and non-human life that give it consistency 
and meaning.

11 Citi es are too important to fail. The 
consequences of their failure would 

have disastrous and unaff ordable social, eco-
nomic and environmental costs. The need 
to build bridges between the city we have 
and the city we want is one of the essenti al 
lessons of any serious crisis or disaster. This 
is, therefore, the great lesson to be learned 
from the current pandemic: the transiti on to 
a city guided by post-anthropocentric values, 
but in which the permanent improvement of 
human conditi on remains a central objecti ve, 
represents a decisive challenge for those who 
recognize that it is imperati ve to increase the 
structural capacity of citi es to adapt to the 
most severe impacts of global risks.

ANNEXES



 PRESENTATION 
AND PROGRAM
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S ince 2013, the Centre for Urban Information of Lisbon has been promoting a series of con-
ferences every year, entitled Urban Planning Meetings, focusing on reflections about the 
city of Lisbon, and addressing different topics every year. Throughout the various sessions, 

experts and public officials are invited to present their experiences and views on the proposed 
topics, while also leaving room for debate and exchange of ideas. 

The 8-session series of the 2020 Urban Planning Meeting - Preparing Our Cities for Global 
Risks, was intended to provide a comprehensive view on the global systemic risks that become 
apparent through disruptive events such as the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In view of such risks, and focusing on the immediate effects of the ongoing pandemic, the 
Urban Planning and Participation Department of the Lisbon City Council decided to promote a 
wide, informed debate in which citizens and experts are invited to jointly build strategic recom-
mendations for short- medium- and long-term actions.

As the city is the stage and object of deep transformations, the 2020 Urban Planning Meet-
ing highlighted topics related to the pandemic in the city of Lisbon, covering a wide range of 
aspects and views to better prepare the city’s future.

The first three sessions were broadcasted live, during the month of July, every Monday at 6 
pm, through all the Lisbon City Council media, namely, through YouTube and all Social Networks. 

In October, we joined the broadcasting of the last sessions, the last of which was broadcast-
ed on November 9th.

All sessions counted on the participation of guest speakers, experts invited to write the script 
for the opening videos aimed to frame and trigger the debate, and also the participation of citizens.

For further information, please visit the Municipality’s website at the page for the 2020 
Urban Planning Meeting at the link https://www.lisboa.pt/encontro-de-urbanismo-2020.
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SESSION TOPIC AUTHOR OF THE OPENING VIDEO SPEAKERS DAY

1st Session: 

A COVID-Time City 
User’s Manual

Lisbon City Council  
- Lisbon Magazine Team

Ricardo Veludo  Lisbon City Councillor for Urban 
Planning and Participation

João Pedro Simas Virologist and researcher at the 
Institute of Molecular Medicine 

Miguel Gaspar Lisbon City Councillor for the 
Economy and Mobility

Hugo Esteves Public Health Physician, Institute 
of Preventive Medicine and Public Health, 

President of the National Association of Public 
Health Doctors

JULY
6

 6pm

2nd Session: 

Lessons From the 
Past: Thriving After 
Public Health Crises 

Jorge Gaspar  
Professor Emeritus, Institute of Geography 

and Spatial Planning, of the University  
of Lisbon

Constantino Sakellarides 
Professor Emeritus, National School of 
Public Health, of the Nova University 

of Lisbon

Maria Antónia Pires de Almeida Historian, 
researcher at ISCTE - University Institute of 

Lisbon

Ana Tostões Architect, Professor at the Lisbon 
Higher Technical Institute

Manuel Valente Alves Medical Doctor and 
Researcher

JULY
13

 6pm

3rd Session: 

Understanding 
the City From the 

Emotions Generated 
by the Pandemic 

Ricardo Fonseca  
Psychologist and Advisor to the GVRV

Teresa Caldas de Almeida Coordinator of the SM 
COVID 19 Project, at the National Health Institute 

Doctor Ricardo Jorge

Jorge Barroso Dias Clinical Coordinator of 
Occupational Health, and Occupational Physician 
at the Lisbon City Council, and President of the 
Portuguese Society of Occupational Medicine 

Clara Cardoso Founder of The Consumer 
Intelligence Lab 

 
Tiago Pereira Psychologist, Coordinator of 

the COVID-19 Crisis Office of the Portuguese 
Psychologists Society 

JULY
20

 6pm

4th Session:

Covid in  
the City: Digital 

Transformation Vs. 
Physical Proximity? 

Arlindo Oliveira  
Professor Catedrático,  

Instituto Superior Técnico 

Paula Castro Social Psychology Professor, and 
Director of the Research and Social Intervention 

Centre at ISCTE (CIS-ISCTE)

Nuno Santos Business management consultant

João Carneiro Founder & CEO C-NAPSE 
Sparking Ideas

OCTOBER
12

 6pm

SESSION TOPIC AUTHOR OF THE OPENING VIDEO SPEAKERS DAY

5th Session: 

A New  
City-Environment 

Relationship: 
Ephemeral Vs. Long 

Lasting? 

Luísa Schmidt  
Researcher, Institute of Social Sciences, 

of the University of Lisbon  

Elisa Vilares Head of the Territorial  
Development and City Policy Division,  

Territory Directorate-General

Rosário Oliveira  Landscape Architect,  
Researcher at the Institute of Social Sciences,  

of the University of Lisbon

Teresa Marat-Mendes Architect,  
Professor at ISCTE - University Institute of Lisbon

OCTOBER 
19 

6pm

6th Session: 

What Spaces 
for Families, 
Generations, 

Consumption and 
Leisure: Coexistence 
Vs. Specialization? 

Luís Vicente Baptista Full Professor, 
Nova University of Lisbon 

Teresa Barata Salgueiro Professor  
Emeritus, Institute of Geography  

and Spatial Planning, of the University 
 of Lisbon

Filipa Ramalhete Anthropologist, Professor  
at the Autonomous University of Lisbon

Catarina Lopes Founder of Urban Fabric 

Ana Brandão Architect, Researcher  
at ISCTE - University Institute of Lisbon 

OCTOBER 
26

 6pm

7th Session: 

What Spaces for 
Work, Cooperation 

and Innovation: 
Distribution Vs. 
Concentration?    

Augusto Mateus  
Professor Emeritus, Lisbon School  

of Economics and Management (ISEG),  
of the University of Lisbon 

Miguel Fontes Executive Director  
of STARTUP LISBOA 

  Ricardo Paes Mamede Economist, 
Professor at the Political Economy Department  

at ISCTE - University Institute of Lisbon

NOVEMBER  
2

6pm

8th Session: 

What Solidarity 
Geometries: Urgent 

Responses Vs. 
Long-Term Vision?  

Isabel Guerra   
Retired Associate Professor,  

ISCTE – University Institute of Lisbon

 André Couto President of the Parish Council 
of Campolide 

João Seixas Geographer and Economist, 
Professor at the Social and Human Sciences 

School, of the New University of Lisbon 

Renato Carmo Director of the Inequalities 
Observatory, Professor at ISCTE - University 

Institute of Lisbon

NOVEMBER 
9

 6pm



SESSION OPENING 
VIDEO SCRIPTS
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1ST SESSION

A COVID-TIME CITY USER’S MANUAL
Authors: Lisbon City Council

The new coronavirus has changed the world. A microscopic particle, with no cells or me-
tabolism, but with a surprising replicating capacity when parasitic on a living being, quick-
ly generated a pandemic. In order to combat the contagion by Covid-19, shops, theatres, 

cinemas, stadiums, and so many other facilities were closed down. And people closed them-
selves at home. Suddenly, cities like Lisbon became desert, silent, unrecognizable... To react to 
the threat, the Government, Municipalities, and civil society started to organize themselves. In 
Lisbon, preventing contagion was one of the first concerns: strengthening the testing capacity 
through two new screening centres; setting up a field hospital; hygienisation of public spaces 
and transports; accommodations for patients in quarantine; adapting various departments to 
telework and shift work. Those who could, stayed at home. But those who performed essential 
services had to carry on with their routines, which became much more demanding. The dis-
ease and the lockdown exacerbated the needs of the most vulnerable. The Municipality, Parish 
Councils, institutional partners, local associations, and volunteers, set up a support network: 
they provided accommodation, health care and food for the homeless, and distributed meals 
and medications to the elderly, the sick, and to needy families. Shops and restaurants benefit-
ed from measures such as exemption from rent and municipal taxes. Support for the cultural 
sector was maintained, new projects were financed, and an emergency subsidy was estab-
lished. Companies and institutions tried to adapt themselves: making their services available 
to the solidarity effort, redirecting investment to produce protective materials, or betting on 
online platforms and takeaway services. But many companies went into layoff or went bank-
rupt, especially those more dependent on tourism. At the same time, spontaneous behaviours 
and gestures had to be relearned, and sociability restrained. People responded with as much 
creativity as possible, developing new skills. Virtual meetings, WhatsApp groups, playful ini-
tiatives from peoples' windows and balconies, home gymnastics, online shows, telework and 
tele-school, were multiplied. But it was soon realized that what was seen as a novelty would 
have to become - at least in part - a routine. And for many, a dramatic loss of income was also 
added. Awareness of the new reality was starting to become too heavy and difficult to man-
age. Public authorities put in place a gradual easing of lockdown restrictions. People had to go 
back to the streets; the economy had to be relaunched - but with rules. The urgency of a new 
urban model was felt all over the world. And the sanitary and environmental crisis converged 

on solutions. Cities could not keep living with heavy mobility flows; private cars would have to 
give way to public transports, to bicycles and to pedestrians; the public space would have to 
become a place for collective use, but large enough to not generate large groups of people; 
the city would have to live at different times; and urban planning would have to promote the 
local scale. In the near future, pandemics are likely to become more frequent. Climate change 
is also hitting us and forcing us to question our lifestyle. In this historic frontier, how can we 
live the city?

2ND SESSION

LESSONS FROM THE PAST:  
THRIVING AFTER PUBLIC HEALTH CRISES

Authors: Jorge Gaspar, Professor Emeritus, Institute of Geography and Spatial Planning,  
of the University of Lisbon, and Constantino Sakellarides, Professor Emeritus,  

National School of Public Health, of the Nova University of Lisbon

After any major disaster, cities tend to recover by incorporating the teachings of the 
disaster in their reconstruction. The fight against major public health challenges in 
this field has always been conducted under two main guiding principles: fighting the 

epidemic itself, by conditioning social and economic activity; and fighting the causes of the 
disease. That was how Lisbon resisted against various violent epidemics. In the mid 14th Cen-
tury, the Black Death plagued Portugal during the reign of King Afonso IV, causing poverty, 
conflicts and wars, leading to the construction of the so-called Fernandino Wall. In 1569, the 
Great Plague led, among other initiatives, to reinforcing the supply of food to the city, to 
cleaning the streets, and to closing public bathing facilities, as well as to the implementation 
of major water supply and basic sanitation works, such as the Free Waters Aqueduct. The great 
earthquake of 1755, followed by a tsunami and a great fire, led to the reconstruction of Lisbon 
downtown [the “Baixa”], innovating both in the layout of roads and construction techniques, 
through buildings more capable of enduring earthquakes, as well as in combating plagues, by 
reinforcing the water supply. The major epidemics of the 19th and 20th Centuries - with tuber-
culosis being the most resilient and long-lasting - led many Lisboners to flee to the countryside 
peripheries, to areas with good air and good waters in the region of the 'saloios.' In 1918, with 
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the new outbreak of the Spanish flu in the Iberian Peninsula, the importance of local spaces 
became clear through the development of health centres and the movement of healthy cities 
by the World Health Organization (1987), in which the project “Health in Lisbon” had a pionee-
ring role. All these events show how the works and rules for public and private hygiene have 
always counted on social and health devices for each one to protect him/herself and others. 
In today's world, the threats to public health are a frequent global phenomenon. In the last 
few years alone, there have been six major threats - the Bird flu, SARS, influenza A, MERS, 
Ebola, and Zika -, and we cannot afford to relearn everything again. We know that the notion 
of “being prepared” is relative in each country, being related to the country's knowledge, re-
sources, infrastructure, and organizational and management capacity. But one of the reasons 
for what appears to be a “lack of learning” is that we are confined to a traditional model of 
“public health emergency”, which must be linked, in the most acute stage of the crisis, with 
behaviours that precede it and that follow it. In the current COVID-19 pandemic, in order to 
create learnings with a transformational potential, one has to distinguish between the acute 
stage (lockdown) - where rules must be complied with -, and the complex and extended lock-
down easing stage, which has to foster the adaptive nature of local collaborative intelligence. 
It is with this in mind that we must question the past and its lessons, in order to understand 
how to prepare Lisbon to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. What to do for the 
city to prosper after this public health crisis?

3RD SESSION

UNDERSTANDING THE CITY FROM THE EMOTIONS 
GENERATED BY THE PANDEMIC

Author: Ricardo Fonseca, Psychologist and Advisor to the GVRV

As silent as the spreading of the virus in its initial stage, the discussion on the emo-
tions experienced during this troubled stage of our history has also happened in si-
lence. Apart from the public health/economic health axes - which are unequivocally 

important for successfully exiting this pandemic - little has been said about another axis, the 

emotional one, which is also quite important, as it helps explain a large part of the decisions 
and behaviours that we have been adopting during the current health crisis. Emotions, as 
well as feelings and affections, are a result of the interactions we establish with whatever we 
come across: a family member, a landscape, an unexpected situation. Throughout our lives, 
we learn to regulate these emotional responses based on our social learnings and also on 
our understanding of what is expected from us in the various contexts in which we move - 
the family, the workplace, the circle of friends, etc. The ultimate goal is to be able to lead a 
balanced, healthy life, both internally and in our relationships with others. However, we are 
currently living in a context in which the boundaries between what is expected of us, what 
awaits us, and what we know or are able to do, have been radically transformed. The days - 
which are more like weeks - are of uncertainty and fear, two very powerful emotions capable 
of destabilizing the internal and collective homeostasis. The portraits of a Lisbon without 
humans, from an apocalypse movie; the proximity to a virus that kills; the latent threat 
of unemployment; the demands of forced smart working; family activities at a pace of 24 
hours a day; or the order for social isolation - so antagonistic to our gregarious motivations 
- are new realities for which we had no emotional responses available when they began to 
emerge. Anxiety levels - defined as an emotion associated with anticipating a future threat 
- have increased dramatically and are collectively worrying. In just three months, more than 
5 million packages of anti-anxiety drugs and antidepressants were sold, making Portugal the 
fifth OECD country with the highest consumption of this type of drugs. If we add to these 
data, the already known and worrying correlation between the unemployment rate and the 
suicide rate - so much present in the 2008 global crisis -, plus the risk of depression or pro-
fessional burnout, we can easily understand that emotions are the basis of a situation that 
generates a type of silent psychological pain for which there does not yet seem to be group 
immunity. But where there is fear, there is also hope. And to make this transition we must 
first ask: What emotions do the nearly 3 million people inhabiting the Metropolitan Area of 
Lisbon have confined within themselves? Are our emotions trained enough to deal with this 
context of transience? The time is for catharsis. So, let's talk about emotions.
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4TH SESSION

COVID IN THE CITY: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
VS. PHYSICAL PROXIMITY?

Author: Arlindo Oliveira, Full Professor, at the Lisbon Higher Technical Institute

We were happy and we didn't know. The daily routines, the small gestures that we 
repeated every day, the daily toil, have all just disappeared from one day to the 
next. What we thought was normal and simple, like going to the office, factory or 

school every day, socializing with colleagues, taking to and bringing children from school, just 
disappeared overnight, as an invisible enemy spread across the world. Fear spread; getting 
closer to another person became a danger. We isolated ourselves in our homes, with only 
our closest family members. On the street, on sidewalks, the air could carry disease and even 
death. At least, that was what was thought at the time. In order to defeat the invisible enemy, 
we destroyed much of what we had fought for over the last decades - the society that was so 
hard for us to build. 

Cities became deserts, when we all stayed at home, trying to avoid spreading an invisible 
but, in many cases, dangerous or even deadly disease. In just a few weeks, we got used to the 
unthinkable: we stopped taking children to school, going to the office or factory every day, 
traveling or socialising with friends... Computer and television screens became our windows 
to the world, our work tools, our connections with loved ones. Computers ceased to be just a 
working tool, and became the centre of our lives. The digital transition, announced decades 
ago, but never materialized, happened, after all, in just a few days. Suddenly, we all learned 
how to set up a video conference, order food or shop online. 

But this change, this transition to the digital world, came at a cost. We paid dearly for 
the freedom of being stuck at home. We stopped socialising, working as groups, seeing and 
feeling others, whether they were teachers, colleagues or family members. We got used to 
living more alone, to talking to parents only on the phone, to going out less often, and to not 
traveling. At first, going out shopping or to the pharmacy was terrifying. We looked at each 
other with fear; we moved away from each other, as if merely coming close to someone could 
kill us. We have also become accustomed to recognizing friends just by the eyes; to always 
keep our faces covered; to stop smiling. 

Over the months, we tried to win back a little bit of normality. In fear, we started going 
out, taking a walk, and going to work, in some cases, for just a few days. But offices remain 
almost deserted; schools and universities empty; restaurants with no one or with just a few 
people. We know the enemy better, but we still fear it. For this reason, and because the digital 
revolution also has its advantages, the new normal is different from the old normal. Will we 
ever face traffic from home to work and from work to home every day? Will we reliably use 
public transport, the only way to guarantee that we will not kill the planet? Will we go to con-
certs and shows again without fear, without thinking about the virus?

The pandemic will pass. Vaccines, better treatments, resistance and immunity will make 
us - in a year or two - no longer so afraid of the virus, although it will stay with us, probably 
forever. Will we be able to preserve the good we have learned over these months, without 
losing what we had of positive before the virus? This is the challenge for the coming years. Re-
taining the advantages of the digital transformation that has been imposed upon us, without 
sacrificing the most precious thing in our lives: the others.

5TH SESSION

 A NEW CITY-ENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIP: 
EPHEMERAL VS. LONG LASTING?

Author: Luísa Schmidt, Researcher, Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon

Neither ephemeral nor long lasting, but flexible and systematic. The experience of the 
last few years is certainly auspicious, but let us not be under any illusions: either it 
advances consistently, or it will regress, because not all measures have had the same 

good effects, and experience is starting to advise us to tackle problems in this new condition 
in which we find ourselves.

The lockdown period led to a general recognition of the improvement in air quality, of 
the importance of public green spaces, and of the severity of the noise levels that had been 
reached. However, with the lifting of the lockdown and the summer, we almost returned to the 
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previous condition without having yet rid ourselves of the evil virus. The message could not 
be clearer: the air quality in Lisbon must be strictly monitored beyond the 'old' six measuring 
stations, and must be able to warn the population about the risks that peak pollutant concen-
trations mean to health. Green areas must see their conservation and expansion strongly rein-
forced; and managing their uses must also be considered. Public parks and gardens will be in-
creasingly sought after for reasons of physical and mental health, but they have to be enjoyed 
with rules, that is, without abuses that may reduce the values that justify their public use. On 
the other hand, despite Covid 19 justifying the beneficial use of public spaces, the city cannot 
become an epidemic of terraces obstructing sidewalks. Everything has its balancing point. 

As for noise, the situation has become frankly unbearable. And even more unbearable 
after we have experienced the value of urban silence - we can even hear birds singing in the 
middle of the city. Now, not only is air traffic already unacceptable - regarding the levels it has 
already reached in Lisbon - it is above all road noise that has also become unacceptable, and 
within this type of noise, it is quite incomprehensible the impunity with which the sound for 
motorcycles became widespread, moreover, prohibited by law, but that nobody controls. Road 
noise has become one of the worst factors regarding the quality of urban life and its intangibil-
ity. The enormous difficulty in acting repressively on it has already led - in cities like Marseille 
- to citizen movements suing the State for administrative inaction.

Air, green spaces, and noise are three fronts that need to be clearly reinforced in the mu-
nicipality's environmental policies in the post-lockdown period. 

Moreover, two other points will quickly have to show a change in direction. First, the 
lack of urban hygiene, particularly with regard to the waste collection system. The COVID-19 
crisis has dramatically drawn attention to the health vulnerability of societies. But even before 
COVID we already knew that, in addition to an issue of hygiene and public health, there are 
also circular economy opportunities being stupidly wasted in the way people dispose of the 
waste they generate. It is the whole cycle that needs to be fixed: on the one hand, the habits 
of citizenship vis-à-vis urban waste have to improve quite a lot and quickly; on the other hand, 
daily collection practices and the quality and demand in the way they are made have to go 
far beyond the 'garbage cart' spirit with which they are often carried out in so many places in 
Lisbon. We know that waste collection is expensive, but we also know that it pays, because it 
produces value. That is the key to the circular economy: solving an issue, by taking advantage 
of the opportunities it offers.

As for the second aspect that needs a change of direction, it is the issue of stopping the 
boarding-up of the River Front. The city already has a barrier of buildings that literally kills one 
of the urban and cultural keys of Lisbon, which is the articulation of the hills with the river. 
Real estate is not a power mandated by citizens; it is up to the Municipality to deliver the city.

6TH SESSION

WHAT SPACES FOR FAMILIES, GENERATIONS, 
CONSUMPTION AND LEISURE: COEXISTENCE  

VS. SPECIALIZATION?
Authors: Luís Vicente Baptista, Full Professor, Nova University of Lisbon, and  

Teresa Barata Salgueiro, Professor Emeritus, Institute of Geography and Spatial Planning,  
of the University of Lisbon

Unexpected events, whether natural or social, have almost always led to changes in the 
ways of living, producing, and doing business. This year we experienced, in just a few 
days, a radical change in the daily lives of families. The lockdown forced a drastic re-

duction in mobility, widening the range of activities performed at home. In addition to the 
usual routines, teleworking, classes through the screen, contacts with family and friends at a 
distance, virtual games, and online shopping have been added. And for many, also depression, 
various forms of conflict, and domestic violence. 

What habits associated with the multifunctionality of the home will persist? Smart work-
ing on a part-time basis? New schedules? Online shopping? And what new uses will techno-
logical equipment have? What new concepts of useful space and outdoor spaces will emerge? 
How to deal with housing over-occupation that affects an important part of the Lisbon Met-
ropolitan Area?

Intergenerational relationships have been called into question by isolating the elderly, 
repressing the youngest, and holding active workers accountable. Grandparents have been 
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distanced from their grandchildren and children; young people are seen as guilty of non-com-
pliance; and Covid suspects and positives are segregated. Measures that can be justified at a 
time of high risk require evaluation and correction. It is urgent to strengthen the ties between 
generations, which are the backbone of societies with a future.

Many places shared by residents and tourists have been abandoned, and are not yet re-
occupied. There is a risk of promoting an attitude of relational distancing in public space that 
will encourage security solutions. We can either reinvent the city for cosmopolitan circulation 
or deepen the fragmented metropolis based on coercive policing of segregated places. Will we 
have to live with distancing as a principle of relationships or with coexistence as the organizer 
of urban life?

Information technologies were already changing the buying habits of families. With the 
pandemic, online shopping and home deliveries skyrocketed. Some producers and entrepre-
neurs have reinvented their business, and established partnerships with relay companies. At 
local level, new forms of solidarity and information dissemination have developed.

In some neighbourhoods, while some retreated to their homes, others rediscovered the 
importance of their immediate surroundings. People chose to do much of their shopping in 
the vicinity of their residence, in traditional shops or in small neighbourhood supermarkets. In 
these cases, the appropriation of public space, from the street to the square, has intensified, 
giving rise to the rediscovery of the pedestrian scale, the matrix of urban quality.

With the foreseeable drop in consumption - due to lower income and uncertainty -, how 
will trade adapt to the new challenges of demand? What new balances will be created be-
tween neighbourhood shops, downtown shops, and Shopping Centres?

And what will it be like to return to entertainment activities in various areas of the city, 
be it restaurants, shows, the enjoyment of public space, or street life?

How can we face unexpected events by ensuring that we are moving towards a fairer 
society, in a less unequal and sustainable territory?

How can we ensure that we will move towards a city more open to social innovation, 
supported by the multiplicity of populations, and their rich coexistence? 

What role will an informed, mobilized citizenship play in this search process that is now 
being resumed?

7TH SESSION

WHAT SPACES FOR WORK, COOPERATION AND 
INNOVATION: DISTRIBUTION VS. CONCENTRATION? 

Author: Augusto Mateus, Professor Emeritus, Lisbon School of Economics  
and Management (ISEG), of the University of Lisbon

The economic crisis constitutes - in its causes and mechanisms of transmission, in its con-
sequences and impacts, and, also, in the possible anticipation of its recovery prospects 
and processes - a ‘new territory’ for public policies, for business management, and for 

economic agents - from consumers to investors - to adapt their behaviours. Openness to inno-
vation, in thought and action, is, therefore, an essential instrument to achieve the necessary 
relevance of the essential responses to be built. The economic and social crisis triggered by the 
Covid-19 pandemic entails very profound asymmetries, affecting the production of services 
more significantly than the production of goods; being fuelled by unprecedented restrictions, 
both in the different forms of mobility of people, as well as in the forms of human physical in-
teraction in the work and consumption processes. The response time to this economic and so-
cial crisis articulates the moments of mitigating the consequences of the public health emer-
gency, first, and the recovery and reinvention of economic activity, afterwards. The reopening 
of new spaces for production, distribution and consumption in this economic crisis requires 
developing, deepening and expanding transitory movements, which are relatively long-lasting, 
allowing new business models to be set up that can lead many companies through economic 
emergencies until the public health conditions are normalised. Regardless of the progress of 
digitization - which finds many opportunities in this crisis - the transition business models will 
keep reinforcing the economy of solid, useful, simple “tangible things”, configuring processes 
for debugging conventional consumer models in conjunction with increased savings levels, 
pressured by the uncertainty and insecurity that will remain high, as long as this economic 
and social emergency lasts. The transition business models will tend to favour the movement 
of goods towards people, to the detriment of the movement of people towards goods, with 
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the home drastically reinforcing its role as a privileged space for consumption. The transi-
tion business models will include various forms of individualized consumption, by reducing 
or cancelling the dimensions of social consumption, with relevant consequences in changing 
preferences and behavioural drives in a kind of conflictual interaction between the consum-
erism of "having" and the consumerism of "being". The transition business models will entail 
a new organization and a new diversity in the labour world, involving both the dimensions of 
protection and adaptation to the mechanisms of social isolation, of which smart working is a 
good example, as well as the changing dimensions of specialization and review of the range of 
products and services, in order to take advantage of new production and sales opportunities 
during the period of economic emergency. The recovery from this economic and social crisis 
will not be effective - nor will it be successful - if it is seen as a continuity, as a return to the 
interrupted growth, as a simple recovery or, alternatively, as a rupture, as a kind of rebooting 
of a perfect system, with answers and corrections for all the problems of the past. Any Euro-
pean economy will only recover completely within the framework of European construction, 
reinforced with renewed instruments for the joint promotion of cohesion and convergence. 
The time for economic recovery will have to be a time for credible reforms and investments 
with a strategic direction, economic rationality, and a planned operational sequence. The time 
of a more or less unbridled race in the fight for abundant and easy money to spend quickly 
on public and private projects, without strategic justification or proven economic and finan-
cial rationality, would boost the economies during the next six or seven years, but would not 
enable a real or lasting economic recovery. The effectiveness of the recovery programs from 
the Covid-19 pandemic economic and social crisis will depend decisively on accelerating the 
decisive transitions for reducing the costs humanity imposes on the planet, and for a qualita-
tive leap in the expansion of productivity, supported by knowledge and innovation. The idea of 
reindustrialization can be very relevant if thought of as a new articulation between the manu-
facturing industry and services, as a new and strong interaction between “knowing”, “knowing 
how to do” and “doing” in the main value chains, as platforms for the creation of wealth with 
an increasing weight on intangible values and superior skills. Social responsibility, ethics, and 
shared value, gain new relevance in corporate governance, all the more so as the regulation of 
markets becomes more strategic and effective, and all the more relevant as there is an effec-
tive meeting between technology, labour organization, and skills development. The recovery 
from the economic crisis triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic will always have to be an exer-
cise of mixed economy; of conciliation between the general interest and the private interests 
that can enrich, enliven and materialize the former through rational and transparent forms of 
incentives and risk sharing. The Lisbon city and region will find in these times of transition and 

recovery from the economic and social crisis an actual opportunity for progress, if they are 
able to put innovation at the heart of their decisions and initiatives. The current time is one for 
seriously preparing new strategies and ambitions, accelerating real transitions in productivity 
and in the collective intelligence of corporate and institutional networks. The present time is 
not one of living the emergency passively, while just stirring new formal designations. The city 
of knowledge, the city of services for the more global business world, the city of travels and 
tourism of the future - very different in the post-pandemic -, and the city of new collaborative 
platforms for economic, social and territorial cohesion, will be the main levers for the recovery 
of a Lisbon that has to be necessarily more global and more supportive, more creative and 
more productive, more intelligent and more diverse. The new map of the city and of the region 
will be all the better, the bolder the ambition for change contained in the recovery. 

8TH SESSION

 WHAT SOLIDARITY GEOMETRIES: URGENT 
RESPONSES VS. LONG-TERM VISION?

Author: Isabel Guerra, Retired Associate Professor at ISCTE – University Institute of Lisbon

The pandemic, by causing a highly contagious disease to appear, puts us before the fra-
gility of life and reminds us of how vulnerable we are. But, at the same time, the health 
crisis reinforces the feeling of collective interdependence, since our individual conduct 

can have clear effects on others: contaminable, contaminated, contaminating. The current cri-
sis does not affect everyone in the same way: some are more vulnerable than others. But this, 
being a structural feature of our society, does not prevent the urgent need for taking measures 
to protect everyone, especially those with greater vulnerabilities. Being all potentially sick, the 
sovereignty of the State was, and is, our relief, and before it we are respectful and obedient, 
somewhat childish. Under the guise of a new understanding of the disease and the need for a 
quick response, an increasingly vertical government reinforces its political powers and appears 
daily in the Media. 
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But not only what appears on television exists. Less clearly, dispersed and oft en invisible, 
the traditi onal solidarity of families, the insti tuti onal solidarity of associati ons, and the politi -
cal solidarity of Mayors, are multi plied by hundreds of volunteers supporti ng their neighbours, 
creati ng self-help groups, inventi ng responses to needs: masks that are donated, gel that is 
made from alcohol intended for beer, fans produced by health companies, etc. Simultaneous-
ly, new technologies emerge with new functi ons, supporti ng social ti es, inventi ng other forms 
of communicati on and collecti ve mobilizati on, allowing people to come together to play, to 
sing, to support each other in discouragement, etc. In these ti mes of crisis, new forms of com-
municati on are invented that strengthen, and even amplify, the existi ng social relati onships. 
These new solidariti es - because they are local and dispersed - are less visible and, unfortu-
nately, litt le valued and encouraged, although they are the “cement” of community life. In 
fact, in the current context, and as claimed by many, a more horizontal and local acti on would, 
if necessary, enable a bett er social understanding of health issues. Hygiene measures arti c-
ulated in the light of collecti ve intelligence and local experience and culture could be more 
eff ecti ve and last more easily. Health democracy is a collecti ve responsibility and a knowledge 
that requires the parti cipati on of everyone. Otherwise, only fear and psychological, family and 
social isolati on remains; and oft en ti mes uprising, as we are seeing in many countries.

There will be an "aft er" Covid, and we are far from knowing the impacts that it will have 
upon social cohesion, since we were forced to retreat to lockdown and to increase social dis-
tancing. However, the dynamics of civil society that has manifested, make us hopeful regarding 
strengthening the unity and solidarity of Portuguese society.
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